Properly designed control has been shown to be particularly advantageous for improving AQC accuracy and time complexity scaling. Here, an in situ quantum control optimization protocol is developed to indirectly optimize state fidelity without knowledge of the instantaneous spectral gap or the computational solution. The protocol is shown to converge to analytically-derived time-optimal controls for Grover's search algorithm. Furthermore, the protocol is utilized to explore optimized control trajectories for the Maximum 2-bit Satisifiability (MAX 2-SAT) problem, where appreciable improvement in fidelity and the minimum spectral gap over a linear schedule is observed. The approach is also shown to be robust against system model uncertainties (unitary control errors). This method is designed to enable robust control optimization on existing quantum annealing hardware and future AQC processors.
Introduction.-Adiabatic quantum computation (AQC) utilizes controlled adiabatic evolution of a many-body quantum system to implement a quantum algorithm. The quantum system is described by a Hamiltonian H ad [x(t)] = ∑ L l=1 x l (t)H l , where the ground state of the initial Hamiltonian H 0 = H ad [x(0)] is assumed to be easily prepared and the ground state of the problem Hamiltonian H P = H ad [x(T )] represents the solution to the computational problem [1] [2] [3] . The system evolution is dictated by the control schedules x(t) = {x l (t)}, which effectively controls the amplitude of each non-commuting, linearly independent, primitive Hamiltonian H l .
The accuracy of AQC is determined by the adiabatic theorem, which asserts that the system will remain in an instantaneous eigenstate of H ad (t) provided the dynamics are sufficiently slow. In the noise-free case, the adiabatic theorem yields the rigorous bound on the trace-norm distance [4] between Φ 0 (t)⟩, the instantaneous ground state of H ad (t), and the time-evolved state ψ(t) 
where s = t T is the normalized time, A denotes the operator norm, and ∆ min is the minimum spectral gap between the instantaneous ground state and first excited state of H ad (t).
The parameter q ∈ (0, 1), while the integer exponents a and b depend upon the differentiability and analyticity properties of H ad (t) and the boundary conditions satisfied by its derivatives [5] [6] [7] . The adiabatic theorem has been the basis for a number of studies focused on properly designing x(t) to minimize the adiabatic error D and reduce the lower bound on T by modifying ∆ min via a local adiabatic condition that seeks to minimize ground state transitions ∀t [8] . These approaches have employed variational time-optimal strategies [9] , optimal control theory [10] , and convex optimization [11] that exploit accurate system models and either knowledge of the computational solution, i.e. Φ 0 (T )⟩, or the instantaneous spectral gap ∆(s). In this work, an optimization technique referred to as Closed-Loop Optimized Adiabatic Quantum Control (CLOAQC) is developed to indirectly optimize the adiabatic error using only the time-evolved system state at t = T measured in the computational basis. The method is shown to converge towards known time-optimal solutions for Grover's search algorithm (GSA) [8, 9] and substantially improve adiabatic error and enhance ∆ min for the MAX 2-SAT problem relative to a linear schedule. The protocol is shown to exhibit robustness to unitary control errors and it is argued that due to the form of the objective function, the method can be readily extended to more generic noise models.
CLOAQC protocol. -Closed-loop quantum control learning is an iterative optimization method that relies on information from previous experiments to update control parameters and effectively optimize system performance with respect to a given objective function. In the case of AQC control optimization, the learning procedure includes three main steps: (1) the generation of a set of control parameters, (2) the implementation of the AQC algorithm and subsequent quantification of performance, and (3) a learning algorithm that incorporates prior performance information to provide updated control parameters. Observing the impact of varying the control parameters via prior experiments is a key aspect of closedloop learning that affords inherent robustness to system uncertainty. It is exploited here to consider a quantum processor designed to implement quantum annealing or more generally, AQC in a blackbox framework where one has limited knowledge of the intrinsic noise processes, systematic errors, and the underlying structure of the energy spectrum of H ad (t). To this end, it is assumed that one only has knowledge of the Hamiltonian one believes is being implemented on the hardware and the state of the system at the end of the computation measured in the computational basis. These assumptions fit well within the confines of currently available quantum annealing based hardware, such as the D-Wave processor [12] , and future AQC processors.
A function space is used to parametrize the control functions for each constituent Hamiltonian H i in H ad [x(s)]. Each control function is defined as
where α ij denote weights for each of the jth basis functions arXiv:1710.05972v1 [quant-ph] 16 Oct 2017 φ j (s). Thus, the optimization parameter space is defined by
i,j=1 , which includes the weights for the d basis elements in the function expansion for all L controls. Note that the function representation has advantages over piecewise control in that the parameter space is drastically reduced and variations in control parameters result in global rather than local changes in control functions. Here, the polynomial basis φ k (s) = s k−1 is chosen for simplicity; however, one can readily consider any alternative. Intrinsically band-limited functions such as the discrete prolate spheriodal sequences (DPSS) may be attractive for imposing intrinsic bandwidth constraints on control profiles [13] .
Traditional state fidelity metrics, such as the trace-norm distance, require knowledge of the time evolved state at time T , ψ(T, Λ)⟩, and the target ground state of H P , Φ 0 (T )⟩. While one may estimate ψ(T, Λ)⟩ by sampling the AQC algorithm, knowledge of Φ 0 (T )⟩ implies knowledge of the computational solution. One may envision control protocols that exploit partial or approximate solutions obtained from classical algorithms, however, the focus of this work is the case where the computational solution is unknown and additional classical preprocessing (i.e. approximate solution optimization algorithm) can be avoided.
State fidelity metrics are circumvented by employing the energy of the system with respect to H P , E(Λ) = ⟨ψ(T, Λ) H P ψ(T, Λ)⟩ to evaluate the performance of a given set of control parameters Λ. The expectation value is estimated by accumulating samples of the final state measured in the computational basis
from M implementations of the AQC algorithm; this estimate is denoted asÊ(Λ). Note that E(Λ) serves as a viable surrogate objective function that achieves a minimum value when ψ(T, Λ)⟩ = Φ 0 (T )⟩; see Ref. [14] regarding variants of E(Λ) previously considered.
Due to sampling statistics, function calls to theÊ(Λ) are stochastic. Therefore, a stochastic optimization technique must be employed to perform the control optimization. Simultaneous Perturbative Stochastic Approximation (SPSA), an iterative, gradient-based optimization technique that requires two function calls per iteration to estimate the gradient is selected for this task [15] . Note that SPSA has been previously used for quantum information applications [16] [17] [18] . For each iteration k, the first step is to generate a random search vector ∆ k , where each of the i = 1, 2, . . . , Λ elements are Bernoulli distributed variables, i.e. ∆ kj = ±1. The estimated gradient is
where control parameter update is given by
and λ ad = 0.005 in all subsequent simulations. The update includes an additional analytically calculated gradient for the objective function
which seeks to enforce adiabaticity by minimizing the derivative of each control field over the total time interval [10] . The functions α k and β k are convergence parameters and typically defined as
where α 0 , β 0 , R, are chosen following the procedure outlined in Ref. [19] . The remaining parameters δ = 0.602 and ζ = 0.101 are typically good values [15] and appear to be good choices for the problem presented in this work. It is also found that the asymptotically optimal values δ = 1 and ζ = 1 6 yield similar results [20] . Convergence and performance. -CLOAQC requires a total number of 2M K experiments, where K is the number of iterations of the algorithm. The factor of two arises from SPSA's finite difference gradient [Eq. (3)] estimation, which differs from the 2d estimates required for standard finite difference gradient techniques.
SPSA convergence analyses [15, 20] indicate a reduction in
This scaling is also shown to hold for the adiabatic error D. The exponent γ is highly problem dependent, but asymptotic results indicate γ ≈ 1 to first order.
Grover's search algorithm. -The efficacy of CLOAQC is explored via Grover's search algorithm (GSA) for the identification of a marked element in an unsorted database of N elements [21] . GSA requires a minimum of O( √ N ) oracle queries to identify the marked element, a quadratic improvement over the best possible classical algorithm [22] . Recast in the language of AQC [8, 9 ], Grover's algorithm is generically defined by an n-qubit Hamiltonian
where x 1,2 (s) are the control functions, I is the identity operator, +⟩ represents the uniform superposition over all N = 2 n computational basis states, and m⟩ is the marked state. Time-optimal controls can be designed such that ∆ min ∼ O(1 √ N ), and the total runtime required to reach the ground
; thus, achieving the wellknown quadratic speedup [8, 9] .
The optimized control functions obtained from CLOAQC are compared to the time-optimal GSA controls for one independent control (IC) [x 1 (s) = 1 − x 2 (s)] and two ICs, where x 1 (s) and x 2 (s) are linearly independent. The CLOAQC algorithm is initialized such that Λ 0 describes a linear ramping control schedule. The boundary conditions x 1 (0) = x 2 (1) = 1 and x 1 (1) = x 2 (0) = 0 are enforced on the control profiles throughout the optimization procedure. Each control function is expanded into five basis functions, and thus, the control parameter space is described by five and ten parameters in the one and two IC case, respectively. The total runtime T is chosen so that there is a 40% probability of being in the ground state of H P ; see Appendix for further details on runtime specifications.
A comparison of performance indicates a convergences in CLOAQC solutions toward the time-optimal GSA solutions with increasing iteration. In Figure 1 , CLOAQC is compared to the Roland-Cerf (RC) [8] and the quantum adiabatic Brachistochrone (QAB) [9] GSA solutions for various values of sampling parameter M and number of qubits n using 100 realizations of CLOAQC. The top and bottom rows illustrate the relative difference in adiabatic error D between CLOAQC and RC and QAB, respectively, as a function of iteration k. Median CLOAQC performance is denoted by the solid colors, while shaded region denotes the interquartile range. Although both RC and QAB solutions require spectral gap ∆(s), CLOAQC is capable of converging toward the equivalent time-optimal solutions using only the state of the system at the end of the computation. In panels (a) and (c), the convergence rate of CLOAQC is shown to be approximately independent of the sampling parameter M . The most considerable improvement in performance is observed between M = 10 and M = 100 for both control scenarios. CLOAQC convergence does not convey a compelling dependence on n, provided the runtime is adjusted to maintain the target ground state sampling at initialization; see Fig. 1(b) and (d). Note that each panel includes a fit for n = 4 with M = 100, along with the corresponding convergence parameter γ. As expected, γ is strongly dependent upon the number of optimization variables.
CLOAQC optimized control profiles are qualitatively similar to the time-optimal GSA solutions. In particular, for one IC, optimized controls closely resemble the RC solution, while deviations from the QAB control profiles are more significant for two ICs. Higher order polynomial expansions are needed to more accurately reproduce the QAB profiles. Note that despite such a distinction between CLOAQC and QAB paths, their adiabatic errors only differ by less than 10 −3 for the n values considered here. See the appendix for a more detailed discussion.
Optimized controls for MAX 2-SAT. -The utility of CLOAQC is further illustrated via the Maximum 2-bit Satisfiability (MAX 2-SAT) problem, where optimized controls are shown to offer substantial reductions in adiabatic error and amplification of ∆ min relative to a linear control schedule. MAX 2-SAT offers variability in the energy spectrum, including location and magnitude of ∆ min that is highly problem instance dependent. By focusing on unique satisfying assignment (USA) instances (i.e., instances with non-degenerate ground state manifolds), CLOAQC's ability to maintain adiabaticity and effectively navigate the ground state manifold without knowledge of the specifications of ∆ min is demonstrated. CLOAQC's ability to enhance adiabatic error is supplemented by gap amplifications that generally become more pronounced with increasing ICs.
CLOAQC performance is assessed with respect to an en- semble of 100 USA 2-SAT instances. Each 2-sat instance is a logical AND of M c clauses, where each clause C j itself is a logical OR of exactly two Boolean variables from the set
. Each 2-SAT problem Hamiltonian is constructed by associating the binary values of each Boolean variable x j with the ±1 eigenstates of the Pauli spin operator σ z j for the jth qubit and summing the M c clause Hamiltonians [1] . After rescaling and dropping the constant term, the resulting problem Hamiltonian is . v m j = 0 for all clauses where x j does not appear. The USA ensemble is generated using the approach in Ref. [2] and found to possess an average clause densityα = n M c ≈ 1.2. Clause density is known to play a role in discerning problem hardness.α is found to be sufficiently close to the critical clause density α c = 1, where the most (classically) difficult MAX 2-SAT problems lay [24] .
A variety of control scenarios are considered by defining the MAX-2 SAT algorithm as
The initial Hamiltonian H 0 = ∑ j σ x j represents a transverse field on each qubit; thus, defining the initial ground state to be the uniform superposition state over all computational basis states. The intermediate Hamiltonian
j is only present for t ∈ (0, T ) and defines a non-stoquastic contribution. Non-stoquastic Hamiltonians have been studied for the MAX 2-SAT problem [25] , and they have been shown to benefit algorithmic performance for certain algorithms [26] [27] [28] . Here, their advantages in the presence of optimized control are investigated. The last two terms in Eq. (9), H P,1 = ∑ j h j σ z j and H P,2 = ∑ i,j J ij σ z i σ z j , denote the 1 and 2-local terms of the problem Hamiltonian H P = H P,1 + H P,2 . The number of independent controls is varied by imposing constraints on x i (s). Four scenarios are considered here: (1) one IC: x 1 (s) and x 4 (s) = 1 − x 1 (s) are non-zero, (2) two ICs: x 2 (s) = 0, x 3 (s) = x 4 (s), (3) three ICs: x 3 (s) = x 4 (s), and (4) four ICs, where all control functions vary independently. In all cases, x 1 (0) = x 3 (1) = x 4 (1) = 1, x 1 (1) = x 3 (0) = x 4 (0) = 0, and x 2 (0) = x 2 (1) = 0 are imposed on the control functions.
CLOAQC is shown to outperform a linear control schedule for the ensemble of 100 USA instances in Figure 2 . Median adiabatic errorD is obtained from an ensemble of 25 realizations of CLOAQC for each problem instance, with ∆ CLOAQC corresponding to the minimum gap for the control profile that producesD. CLOAQC is implemented for 1000 iterations with M = 100.
Performance features between different control scenarios are remarkably distinct. Letting α D and α ∆ denote the medians ofD CLOAQC D lin and ∆ CLOAQC ∆ lin with respect to the distribution of problem instances, control scenarios are compared against each other by their median improvement in adiabatic error and gap enhancement. In the one control case, α D ≈ 0.066 and no gap amplification is observed. A minimum of two ICs are required to achieve gap amplifications, where α ∆ ≈ 2 and the median adiabatic error ratio improves to α D ≈ 0.011. Further improvements in adiabatic error and minimum gap size are achievable by including H I with optimized control, however, the degree of improvement is strongly dependent upon the choice of H I and problem instance; this is consistent with previous findings [27] . The distribution for the three IC case is fairly localized in adiabatic error and broad in gap enhancement, where the median performance ratio α D ≈ 0.011 and α ∆ ≈ 2.97. Note that in some cases the gap enhancement reaches as larger as approximately 4.4 × ∆ lin . While a subset of the instances do benefit from four ICs, a majority of the instances do not. The median ratio of adiabatic error is α D ≈ 0.062 and the median gap enhancement is α ∆ 2.538 for the distribution of instances. The degradation in performance is due to the fixed number of CLOAQC iterations and increasing dimension of the search space. Increasing the number of iterations to K = 2000, CLOAQC performance improves to α D ≈ 0.020 and a modest median gap enhancement of α ∆ ≈ 2.89. Further improvements in D likely require an increase in M and K, specifically in the high fidelity regime where achieving non-zeroÊ(Λ) values may require M ≫ 1. See appendix for analyses of alternative intermediate Hamiltonians.
Robustness to noise. -CLOAQC possesses a degree of inherent robustness to uncertainty in H ad (s) due to the fact that it is a closed-loop protocol and it relies on the minimization of the average energy with respect to H P , the problem Hamiltonian one wishes to encode on the AQC hardware. CLOAQC's robustness is assessed here by including an additive, unitary control error with 3 different types of ramping schedules. The Hamiltonian
is used to describe the faulty AQC algorithm, with the additional additive term H E (s) = Γ(s) ∑ n imi ⋅ ⃗ σ i contributing to the deformation of the ground state manifold.m i = (m i,x , m i,y , m i,z ) is a unit vector where m i,µ is generated from a zero mean normal distribution with unit standard deviation. The ramping schedule Γ(s) is chosen in accordance with Ref. [29] and takes three forms: (a) Γ(s) = Cs, (b) Γ(s) = C sin(πs), and (c) Γ(s) = 1 2 sin(Cπs), where C ∈ R. Figure 3 compares CLOAQC to a linear, RC, and QAB control profile for GSA, with each panel corresponding to the three Γ(s) schedules, respectively. Median performance is shown for a distribution of 25 realizations of CLOAQC, using a realization of H E (t) that does not exhibit favorable recurrences in D with increasing C [29] . CLOAQC conveys considerable improvements in adiabatic error and robustness for sufficiently small and slow-oscillating unitary control errors, most notably for ramping schedules (b) and (c), where one-control CLOAQC outperforms (two-control) QAB. CLOAQC performance exhibits a abrupt degradation in performance at critical C values where the dynamics are dominated by H E (s) and insufficient sampling of the H P ground state exists.
While the focus here is unitary control errors, given the form of the objective function, CLOAQC is expected to be robust against more generic noise sources. Generically, CLOAQC can be expected to outperform a linear schedule when H ad (s) ≫ H E (s) , where H E (s) < ∞ and ⋅ is the operator norm, and the dynamics generated by H E (s) are sufficiently slow ∀s. The development of rigorous bounds and potential relaxations of this local condition on H E (s) related to CLOAQC performance in the open quantum system setting is left for future work.
Conclusions. -A blackbox AQC control optimization protocol (referred to as CLOAQC) is presented and shown to drastically improve algorithmic performance solely using the state of the quantum system at the end of the computation and no knowledge of the minimum spectral gap. CLOAQC is shown to converge towards grover's search algorithm's timeoptimal control solutions with increasing iteration and achieve robustness to uncertainties in the Hamiltonian, specifically unitary control errors. Further exploring the utility of the approach, CLOAQC is used to optimize control profiles for the MAX 2-SAT problem and achieve improvements in computational accuracy and the size of the minimum energy gap relative to a linear control schedule. CLOAQC is designed to be conducive to current quantum annealing hardware and future AQC processors.
Runtime discussion
The runtime T is a free parameter that must be selected at the start of a CLOAQC optimization. While the adiabatic theorem provides some guidance for selecting an appropriate T , potential uncertainties in H and computational demands required to numerically approximate the minimum spectral gap ∆ typically hinder one's ability to accurately estimate the lower bound on T . Therefore, selecting a T which satisfies the adiabatic theorem and maintains high ground state probability is a challenging task in both the closed and open quantum system setting. Since CLOAQC relies on the sampling of the ground state of H P to successfully optimize the control schedules, one would expect the protocol's performance to highly dependent upon the choice of T . Below, the dependence of CLOAQC performance on T is investigated. CLOAQC is shown to be substantially improve the probability of sampling the ground state of H P even in cases where the ground state probability is low at the initialization of the protocol.
Performance comparisons as a function of T are presented for both GSA and MAX 2-SAT. In Figure 4 , CLOAQC performance is assessed as a function of T for GSA for one independent control. CLOAQC optimizations are performed with K = 5000 and M = 100 for 100 realizations of the protocol. The relative difference between CLOAQC adiabatic error and the RC solution adiabatic error is displayed in panel (a) along with the corresponding probability of obtaining the ground state energy E 0 for both the initial (linear) schedule and the CLOAQC optimized control schedule in panel (b). In Figure 5 , the ratio of adiabatic errors and frequency of E 0 for the linear and CLOAQC optimized controls are compared in panels (a) and (b), respectively, for the MAX 2-SAT problem with one independent control. CLOAQC is implemented with K = 1000 and M = 100 for 25 realizations. Figure 5 focuses on one USA instance explored in the main text, however, the results shown here capture the typical behavior for the remaining 99 instances considered. Note that for both the GSA and MAX 2-SAT results, markers denote medians, while wiskers denote the interquartile range.
CLOAQC successfully optimize control schedules when initialized with controls paths that yield relatively low probabilities of sampling the ground state of H P . As T increases, CLOAQC is able to more accurately reproduce the optimal RC path for GSA and offer improvements in adiabatic error over the linear schedule for MAX 2-SAT. This observation is evident from both the trace norm distance and the probability of sampling E 0 , where E 0 is sampled with unit median probability for the CLOAQC optimized path at T ≈ 1.75 ∆ and T ≈ 20 ∆ for GSA and MAX 2-SAT, respectively. Note that in each case, the initial, linear control schedule only samples E 0 with probability P (E 0 ) ≈ 50%. Thus, CLOAQC doubles the probability of sampling the ground state. Substantial improvements in P (E 0 ) are also observed for shorter T values. For example, for GSA, CLOAQC can achieve a median P (E 0 ) ≈ 96% at T ≈ 1 ∆, where the linear control sched- ule yields P (E 0 ) ≈ 38%. Similarly, for MAX-2SAT, at T ≈ 15 ∆, CLOAQC achieves P (E 0 ) ≈ 96% using a linear schedule with P (E 0 ) ≈ 35% − 40% for all problem instances considered. At T ≈ 5 ∆, a linear schedule with P (E 0 ) ≈ 2%−7% ultimately yields an optimized P (E 0 ) ≈ 30% − 39%. Lastly, it is important to note that CLOAQC is also capable of attaining non-zero P (E 0 ) when initialized at T values where P (E 0 ) = 0. Such is the case at T ≈ 1 ∆ for a majority of the MAX 2-SAT USA instances discussed here. appears to induce stability issues in CLOAQC that lead to limited success in optimization over the 25 realizations. By altering the convergence parameters, it is possible to improve median performance and overcome such issues at the cost of an increase in the number of iterations.
Median improvements in adiabatic errors and gap amplification taken over the distribution of problem instances are summarized in Table I for all choices of H I .
Control Schedules

Grover's Search Algorithm
A comparison between CLOAQC and the time-optimal GSA solutions corresponding to the main text results (Figure 1) for n = 4 and M = 100 is shown in Figure 7 . The one control case yields optimized controls that closely resemble the RC control path, as seen from the top panel of Figure 7 . Deviations from the RC solution are attributed to the truncated polynomial expansion used to define the CLOAQC control field. In contrast, the complexity of the QAB profile is far more difficult for CLOAQC to reproduce under the fifth order polynomial expansion; hence, a greater distinction between the CLOAQC optimized path and the QAB profile is observed; see Figure 7 , bottom panel. Interestingly, even with such a distinction, the relative difference in performance between CLOAQC and the QAB path is roughly only 10 −3 for n = 4 and less than that for n = 6 and n = 8. for H (xx) I are shown in Figure 8 for 1-4 independent controls. Lines correspond to the median path, while shaded regions denote the interquartile range for 25 CLOAQC realizations. for three and four controls only. The minimum spectral gap for this particular problem instance lies between s = 0.6 and s = 0.8 for a majority of the control schedules. Note that the most significant ramping of the control schedules typically occurs within this range for x j (s), j = 2, 3, 4. 
